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Editor’s
note...
John C Westwood
Group Managing Director

Dear Reader
The 9th edition of the Blacktower Magazine brings to you an array of information from a wide variety
of our supporters around the industry. There has been a great deal taking place in the world
of finance so I truly hope you will benefit from spending time in reading through this carefully
compiled edition.
Blacktower has continued its expansion across Europe and now has the delight in confirming
additional offices following the successful merger with Paul Brown and the World Wide Broker
team. Our EU footprint now includes, The Netherlands, Norway, Mallorca and Lisbon in Portugal.
As we went to press we are also very close to launching another office in Spain to concentrate on the
cross-border expatriate in the Barcelona region – taking the number of offices in Spain to five.
I personally continue to drive forward our activities in the Cayman Islands – a extremely interesting
opportunity for Blacktower – that will see us supporting expatriates with their Retirement and Wealth
Planning needs.
We continue to build on our relationship with Quilter Cheviot and our range of Nexus Global Portfolios.
Working closely with David Miller and Nick Davis, Fund Managers at QC, enables Blacktower to
provide an important Wealth Management solution. Just launched is our Nexus Global Blending
proposition – where we use the expertise of both our Solutions and Dynamic portfolios to build
investment solutions for the majority of our clients needs, these are personalised and designed to
meet any appetite to investment risk. We are also working hard to bring a third portfolio to our range
concentrating on providing income.
When I write to you again presenting our 10th Edition, Blacktower will be in its 30th year of business.
A further opportunity to join with us and celebrate the work we are all doing together to bring you the
best wealth management solutions to meet your needs.

John Westwood
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Meet our

New Managers...
Tim has lived in Spain for the past 9 years and brings with him a wealth of experience in financial
services.
He has advised many expats living in the South of Spain in areas such as Pensions and QROPS,
Investments, Inheritance Tax planning, saving for retirement and education, as well as Residency
issues etc.
Tim is originally from Belgium and is a family man with 2 children. He enjoys running, trying to hit
a ball when golfing and Tim also enjoys cooking with his family during the weekends.
Tim Govaerts

Regional Manager

In addition to the six languages Tim speaks, he has a wide range of financial qualifications and
likes to ensure that he continues developing himself in this field.

Costa del Sol – Spain
Having recently joined Blacktower, Francisco has been working for the past 6 years in international
financial services as a wealth manager, as well as being responsible for a team looking after the
Cataluña region in Spain. Over this period he has built a solid reputation as a knowledgeable,
trustworthy and reliable adviser to clients in Barcelona and all over Spain.
Francisco specialises in holistic financial planning, especially in the areas concerning tax efficiency,
retirement planning and UK and international pensions.

Francisco Mahfuz

Regional Manager
Barcelona

Originally from Brazil, before moving to Spain Francisco spent 5 years in London, where he achieved
a degree in English Literature as an after-work project directly related to his love for reading and
learning. He is an International Wealth Manager through the Chartered Institute of Securities &
Investments, and holds a Diploma in Financial Planning through the Chartered Insurance Institute.

Joe has worked in the financial industry for many years, primarily in the Costa del Sol and then
moving to Mallorca. He was offered the position of IFA with a Wealth Management company and
quickly rose to regional manager.
Following Joe’s move to Blacktower’s Mallorca branch he has built a network of friends and clients.
Joe also specialises in the maritime industry, providing a much needed service to the captains and
crew on the island and is the only IFA in the Superyacht Services Guide which requires new
recommendations each year from captains worldwide - Joe has been recommended for 5 years
consecutively.
Joe Murray

Regional Manager
Mallorca

Laura has worked in financial services for 14 years holding portfolio management positions both in
the UK and Spain.
Laura has worked with Blacktower in the Canary Islands for over two years and provides bespoke
financial advice to Expats living and planning to retire outside of the UK. She helps clients take
advantage of their pension funds and truly understands her clients financial needs when looking at
investments.
Laura is currently building a team in the Canary Islands and two additional advisers joined the team
in February 2015 who will cover Fuerteventura, Lanzarote & Gran Canaria.
Laura Mann

Regional Manager
Canary Islands
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Laura holds certificates in securities, lending and wealth management.
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Luke is originally from the UK and has been working in financial services for 10 years. Having spent
8 of those working offshore in senior management roles throughout Asia, he was then asked to join
WorldWideBroker, Holland in 2012. He progressed into the Branch Manager role, which he now
continues to do for Blacktower post merger.
Luke likes to build strong, open relationships with his clients and takes a holistic approach to
wealth management. He is well versed in all aspects of international financial planning and excellent
feedback from his clients is testament to his approach and success.
Luke Hunt

Branch Manager

The Netherlands
As Regional Manager Nordics, Bjørn is responsible for the whole Blacktower operation in the
Nordic countries. With more than 20 years experience in the Nordic markets, Bjørn has extensive
knowledge of all corporate insurance requirements. He has worked within major insurance
companies and as a director of consultancy, advising corporate and personal clients.
Specialism: International insurance brokerage and consulting services for international companies
and expatriates related to social security, pension and different insurance solutions.

Bjørn Kalvåg

Regional Manager
Norway

Brandon S Ure most recently acted as a Portfolio Manager on a consultancy basis for Clover
Investment Advisors with Fund Solution Services based in the Cayman Islands. There he managed
numerous portfolios across the 40mn USD book of business with a focus on client risk tolerances
and execution. His role also called for management of the firm on a day to day basis. The firm
provided wealth management, brokerage and investment banking to corporations, financial
institutions and high net-worth individuals.
Previously, Brandon worked as a Financial Adviser with Morgan Stanley Smith Barney in Chicago,
Illinois. There he managed the investment portfolios for local area Credit Unions.
Brandon S Ure

Regional Manager
Cayman Islands

Brandon holds a Bachelors’ of Science in Agriculture and is qualified through a Series 3, 7, 63 and
66 designations with Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) in the USA.

Antonio is a highly experienced business executive with a successful 30+ year career in various
challenging industries with particular interest in the Financial and Legal industry, having worked in the
City of London for some 20 years. His main attribute is being an organised leader and people
motivator with highly developed communication and interpersonal skills.
Although he has a Portuguese heritage, he is originally from London and moved to Portugal 13 years
ago having successfully sold his shareholding in a London City based financial/legal computer
company. Since then he has owned and run a diverse range of companies from financial consulting
and property development to owning a chain of upmarket restaurants, all in the greater Lisbon area.
Antonia Rosa

Regional Manager
Lisbon

He was asked to join Blacktower in July 2013 to assist in expanding our services to the greater
Lisbon area, having been predominantly in the Algarve since 1999. This is a challenging venture and
he looks forward to offering his business experience to clients seeking independent financial advice.
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BFMI establishes
a branch in
distinctive Norway
“We lived furthest north in the world. There was nothing separating us and the ice. But we
processed this land. Cultivated the soil, and where the soil ended we plowed the sea.”
This is perhaps how one can describe the northernmost country in Europe.
Said in a different way; Norway with its 5.1 million inhabitants is the 19th largest oil producer in the world, the
country has an unemployment rate of 3.7%, central government debt in 2012 was 20.9%.., compared to for
example the UK with 97%. Norway exports as never before and now controls more than 4,500 companies abroad.
There are approximately 140,000 Norwegians living abroad and there is an increasing number of expatriates
working for Norwegian companies. Because of the low unemployment rate Norway needs more than 200,000 new
workers over the next 15 years. There are 6,300 foreign controlled companies operating in Norway.

In 2014 GPI Nordic, the Nordic division of the Belgian insurance
brokerage George Petch International, merged with BFMI.
Bjørn Kalvåg, former director of GPI Nordic, why did you
choose to fuse with BFMI?
“ This merger strengthens us as an international, independent
brokerage and adviser for Nordic firms, institutions and
individuals that operate internationally. The merger creates no
changes for the client; the Nordic team is the same as before,
the only difference is that now we will operate under the
Blacktower brand. Our operations complement each other in a
very good way, GPI Nordic holds a unique expertise within
Nordic expatriation and BFMI has a very strong name within
international insurance brokerage.”
How will BFMI Nordic succeed as a specialised expatriate
insurance brokerage within Norway?
A study performed by Deloitte in 2014 showed that 70% of the
Norwegian companies with expats believes that the number of
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expats will increase in the coming years. 96% of Norwegian
companies within the oil and gas sector have employees on
foreign assignments; within shipping it’s 70%.
The study also shows that approximately 85% of Norwegian
companies with expats in foreign countries think, “It’s difficult to
convince employees to move to foreign countries because they
are worried about job opportunities, insurance, health and
pension etc. for their accompanying family.”
The Norwegian welfare system is very well developed. For the
companies to even send personnel out of the country there are
often requirements to offer equivalent welfare in the country they
are going to. Traditionally, Norwegian companies finance their
expatriates membership in the Norwegian National Insurance
Scheme during their stay abroad. This is a very costly solution and
we can offer an equivalent and more predictable solution for a
considerably lower cost.
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We are sorting out the complicated world of social security,
pension and insurance issues for companies, their
expatriates, third country nationals and dependents.

national insurance scheme with private insurance solution and
assistance regarding development of pension plans for
expatriates etc.

BFMI collaborates with several of the largest lawyer firms in
Norway. A partner in one of these firms wrote the following
recommendation on Bjørn Kalvåg:

We have experienced Mr. Kalvåg as a competent and
experienced insurance mediator and have received feedback
from our clients who confirm our experience. He is serving the
clients with great professionalism, honesty and integrity. As far
as we can understand, he has extensive knowledge and insight
in the insurance discipline. We have never received any
complaints related to his consultancy, only the contrary.

During the last 3 years we have had the pleasure of working
closely together with Mr. Kalvåg as insurance mediator/adviser
on a case by case basis. We have completed several cases
together for domestic and international clients. Several of the
clients are listed companies.
We know Mr. Kalvåg as a neutral mediator and our experience is
that he ensures that the customer needs are met. It is our
understanding that Mr. Kalvåg, as insurance broker and adviser,
is providing expatriate consulting, pooling and network
consulting, conducting of tender processes, replacement of

We will continue to work closely together with Mr. Kalvåg in
the future for clients we have in common and have
recommended him as insurance intermediary and adviser to
several of our clients.
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Financial Solutions for Seafarers

at the 53 Antigua
Boat Show
rd

By Joe Murray – Regional Manager, Mallorca

Firstly let me start by thanking all the wonderful staff who work so hard to organise
one of the biggest shows year after year. A big thank you to all the yachting world who
made us all feel so welcome and a huge hello to all the new clients and friends we
made at the 53rd Antigua Yacht Show.
The Antigua Charter Yacht Show was formed primarily for
the benefit of the yachting industry in Antigua. Professional
charter brokers from some of the most elite yacht charter
houses worldwide, together with some of the biggest
names in yachting journalism jet in from cities worldwide in
early December from as far afield as New Zealand and the
Galapagos Islands, from North America and Europe to
participate in the show.
The agents and brokers need every minute of every hour of
the six day show to view and assess each registered yacht
entry in detail. To maintain the highest of professional
standards and security during the event and to enable
the entrants to best showcase the full scope of their
yachts’ assets to the brokers, the show is a private,
invitation only event.
By showcasing such a world class event at the very start
of the new season the show organisers’ ensure that their
returning and first time prestigious guests experience an
event of the very highest standards of professionalism and
hospitality leaving a lasting impression of Antigua as a
friendly and hospitable island and cruising destination and
encouraging many yachts to choose to make Antigua their
‘home port’ throughout the rest of the season.
The benefits of this show to the local and national economy
are multi fold. Approximately 2000 crew members
accompany the registered professionally run yachts and
ensure that taxis, car rental companies, restaurants and
provisioning companies are guaranteed brisk business.
The yacht service companies also benefit from a huge kick
start to the new season with many of the arriving yachts
seeking cosmetic repairs and routine maintenance prior to
exhibiting at the event. Hotel rooms and rental villas in the
English Harbour area are hard to find, with many having
been repeat booked by returning agents following the
success of the previous years’ event.
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This 53rd show was the biggest yet with over 100 super
yachts in place. The great thing is how friendly everyone is
and how approachable all yacht crew are. The big issue
we found was the amount of crew and yacht personnel
who have done little or nothing about their financial life.
There were large numbers of crew without bank accounts
or incorrect GBP accounts having USD paid into them losing out on currency exchange rates etc. Most had
no pension or retirement plans in place and no proper
saving plans to make decent growth while working in the
Yacht industry.
After speaking to most we realised there was a great need
for seafarer products to help and aid yacht crew in their
financial future. We were not only glad to help where we
could, but realised that this has to be a yearly regular visit
to service yacht clients new and old. We received a great

response from all and have promised to return as well as
attend as many more shows as possible worldwide this
year, although Antigua remains one of the best and biggest
of the calendar year!
For any information on seafarers solutions contact
palma@blacktowerfm.com or call +34 971 675 111
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Expansion
Programme in Portugal
The Blacktower Financial Group have arrived in Lisbon solidifying the 7 century
year old Treaty of Windsor. The Treaty of Windsor was signed in 1386 and
established a pact of mutual support between Portugal and England. Recognising
the intrinsic importance of this alliance and to demonstrate our commitment to
Portugal, Blacktower have finally arrived in Lisbon. As they say “Rome wasn’t built
in day” but in many centuries, so with this historical background the Blacktower
Group opens its 15th office in 10 countries across Europe.
By Antonio Rosa – Regional Manager, Lisbon

After establishing a strategic unassailable foothold position in the
Algarve (Almancil Office opened in 1999) the company ventures
North and opens a Branch in the Lisbon area where Portugal
produces 45% of its GDP.
Lisbon is one of the oldest cities in the world and undeniably the
oldest in Western Europe, predating other modern European
capitals such as London, Paris and Rome by centuries. Built on
7 picturesque hills Lisbon is the wealthiest region in Portugal
and it is well above the European Union’s GDP per capita
average. Lisbon is the 7th-most-visited city in Southern Europe
and ranks as the 10th highest GDP of metropolitan areas in the
EU, amounting to 110 billion Euros. This translates to €39,375 per
capita, which is 40% higher than the average European Union’s
GDP per capita. Furthermore just to amplify Lisbon as a fast up
and coming financial hub, the city occupies 32nd place of highest
gross earnings in the world, hence most of the headquarters of
multinationals in the country are located in the Lisbon area.
Notwithstanding the importance of the statistical financial rationale
of opening a Branch, Lisbon is also the political centre of the
country, embellished by the emblematic beauty of its Parliaments
Neo Classic building, and not forgetting the palatial residence of
Head of State, the President.
Since the company’s inception in 1986 and its internationalisation
in 2000 (incidentally the Algarve was the first international office)
our principle mandate and that is the provision of financial wealth
management to the retail sector has not altered fundamentally.
Naturally after circa 3 decades, the financial industry’s landscape
has undergone a metamorphosis transformation; as such, the
breadth and depth of our services have indeed broadened
exponentially as in turn our advisory scope. Thus to say today we
proudly regard ourselves as Financial Holistic Consultants.
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The Incorporation of Holistic services encompasses the notion of
endeavouring to afford clients our utmost attention to their overall
financial wellbeing for long term financial planning. To illustrate the
areas within this remit are as follows;
• Life Protection		

• Retirement Planning

• Ill Health Protection

• Pension/QROPS Transfers

• Mortgage Solutions

• Higher Educational Fee Planning

• Income Protection

• Discretionary Wealth Management

• Estate & Succession Planning • Tax Planning
The above is not an exhaustive list but indicative of our
comprehensive approach to provide a 360º financial partnership
for today’s requirements and tomorrow’s challenges. A service we
believe and hope will stand the test of time.

“ Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we
can catch excellence.” Vince Lombardi
At Blacktower it is our mission to achieve excellence by only
employing financial consultants that have attained the necessary
qualifications from a reputable internationally recognised financial
chartered institution. We categorically believe that the most
important asset of any company is its people and the knowledge
possessed. Ergo all consultants within the Blacktower Group
have been certified by the Chartered Institute for Securities &
Investments, to undertake, in the strictest confidence, the
preservation of the clients personal wealth and wellbeing.
Lisbon fully meets this prerequisite and is managed today by 2
senior individuals with an array of experiences from all quarters
of the business world.
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“Don’t simply retire from something
have something to retire to”

Antonio Rosa aged 57, a highly experienced senior executive with a successful 30+ year career in
various challenging industries with particular interest in the financial and the Legal software industry,
having worked in the UK financial centre for some 20 years. His main attribute is being an organised
leader and people motivator, with highly developed communication and interpersonal skills. Results
orientated, driven by full responsibility and accountability, strategic thinker and last but not least an
excellent problem solver.
Whilst of Portuguese heritage, he is originally from London, consequently moved to Portugal some 16 years
ago having successfully sold his shareholding in a leading London City based financial/Legal software
company. Since then, he has owned and managed a diverse range of enterprises from
financial consulting, property development, human resource development & outsourcing, to name but a few.
After successfully relinquishing his business interests he was invited to join the Blacktower Group in
2013. Antonio now heads up the new Blacktower Lisbon office specialising in international wealth
management encompassing retirement planning, Mutual Fund Investments, International Investment Structures, QROPS and
Succession Planning. Antonio is an International Wealth Manager through the Chartered Institute of Securities & Investments and holds
a Diploma in Wealth Management Planning.
Finally on a more personal note, he lives in Estoril Cascais with his wife and two children.
Sally Tilly, aged 43, joined the Blacktower Group after being in the Financial Services Industry for 18
years. Sally arrives at Blacktower after a successful career at a Scandinavian Private Bank in Zürich.
Sally has a Swedish heritage and left Sweden in her early twenties to study abroad. Initiating her
studies in the US, Belgium, France and Spain, Sally finally arrived in Lisbon to finish her degree in
International Economics. To further incorporate herself in Portugal, she completed a degree in the
Portuguese language at the Lisbon Classical University. To complement her knowledge and commitment
to International wealth management, Sally holds an International Wealth Management diploma through
the Chartered Institute of Securities & Investments in Wealth Management Planning.
Sally’s unique attributes ostensibly centres on being highly financially knowledgeable, diplomatic,
and articulate whilst attaining also a high level of business integrity.
Sally lives in Cascais with her husband and two sons. Over and above her busy work schedule, she
co-manages the family´s Horse Riding business at the world renowned prestigious Quinta de Marinha
Country Club (the largest riding centre in Iberia).
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I have never lived

in Amsterdam
...something I have found myself saying on numerous occasions over the years
when I mention that I live in The Netherlands. Many people have some sort of
connection to Amsterdam or have visited the city at some point, hardly surprising
for such a major tourist hub. But when you have lived here for a while you realise
there is so much more to The Netherlands than its infamous capital city.
By Paul Brown – Group Director
Visiting as a tourist is one thing, however
relocating to a country to live and work
for a few years is quite another matter.
Fortunately, it hardly feels like a culture
shock when moving to the Netherlands
from another Western country. Almost
everyone speaks English and the Dutch are
very tolerant of non-Dutch speakers. They
have an inclusive classless culture, in
which an employer and employees
socialise, as do people of all ages. Add to
this the many benefits for international
workers - such as the 30% tax ruling and
significant tax breaks when purchasing a
property - plus the healthy work-life balance
and relaxed culture, it is no surprise that
most people settle in quickly and genuinely
enjoy their time living and working in this
country.
Like anywhere, there are a few downsides;
the country is very flat so for mountainous
scenery you need to look elsewhere.
The weather isn’t always great (similar
to the UK) and there can be a fair amount
of bureaucracy to overcome initially.
The famous Dutch bluntness can also
be jarring at first, although once you
grow accustomed to the Dutch style
of communication the directness of the
locals can be refreshing and
honest, although sometimes
brutally so! Overall though,
the Dutch are friendly
and agreeable, and
with a tolerant multi-
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cultural society, the easy-going café culture
and literally tens of thousands of expatriates
living here, most people look back on their
time in this country as a positive experience.
The Netherlands is a market-based mixed
economy, ranking 17th of 177 countries
according to the Index of Economic
Freedom. It had the thirteenth-highest per
capita income in the world in 2013
according to the International Monetary
Fund, and in 2013 the United Nations
World Happiness Report ranked the
Netherlands as the fourth happiest
country in the world, reflecting its high
quality of life.
The largest and most important cities in
the Netherlands are Amsterdam, The
Hague and Rotterdam. Amsterdam is the
country’s capital, while The Hague holds
the Dutch seat of government and
parliament, and the port of Rotterdam is
the largest port in Europe, as large as
the next three largest combined. The
Netherlands is a founding member of the
EU, Eurozone, G10, NATO, OECD,
WTO and a part of the trilateral Benelux
economic union. The country is host to the
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons and five international courts:
the Permanent Court of Arbitration, the
International Court of Justice, the
International
Criminal
Tribunal for the
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Former Yugoslavia, the International
Criminal Court and the Special Tribunal for
Lebanon. The first four are situated in The
Hague, as is the EU’s criminal intelligence
agency Europol and judicial co-operation
agency Eurojust. This has led to the city
being dubbed “the world’s legal capital”
in addition to its moniker of “the
International City of Peace and Justice”.
The Netherlands is also a part of the
Schengen Area.
Many organisations choose to locate
their European, EMEA or even global
headquarters in The Netherlands. In
Amsterdam alone, 139 international
organisations set up offices in 2014
bringing 1,308 new jobs to the region that
will increase to 2,359 job within three years.
In addition, international companies that
had already established a presence in
the region reported creating an additional
1,611 jobs in 2014. The increase in the
number of new businesses and jobs
shows that Amsterdam is living up to its
ranking as the fourth most competitive city
in the world.

Even with attractive packages and conditions
to recruit and retain their expatriate
personnel, Blacktower Netherlands still has
a very important part to play to ensure
international workers make the most of their
time abroad. Whether it be consolidating UK
pensions or addressing a current shortfall,
saving and investing for the future, or even
ensuring that a clients estate is held in the
most tax efficient structure, Blacktower
Netherlands continue to assist our clients in
reaching their short, medium and longer
term financial goals and objectives.

The Cayman Islands

A Premiere Offshore
Finance Centre
Caymans Success Explained

For the last 40 years the Cayman Islands have benefited from
sustained economic growth mainly due to its expanding
financial industry and tax neutral status.
However it is interesting to note how the Cayman Islands
economic roots came about.
By John Westwood – Group Managing Director

History tells us that back in the 1790’s in the
era of tall ships and pirates it is claimed that
a large convoy of cargo ships on route to
the UK from the Caribbean was wrecked off
Grand Cayman.

Stability: much of the success of the
Financial Services sectors can be attributed
to the countries political stability and its
close connection to the UK as an overseas
territory.

It is claimed that the population of the Island
came to the rescue and saved many
passengers and sailors lives and as a reward
for this bravery the British Monarch, King
George awarded the Islands tax free status.

Cayman has strict laws and a wellstructured regulatory regime and this
encourages industry professionals to both
work and invest into an environment that
supports private sector growth.

If we then travel forward to the mid 1950’s
and 60’s Barclays opened the first bank
in Grand Cayman and took advantage of
its tax-free status. During this period,
the Cayman Islands (formerly part of the
British Empire) and in particular Jamaica,
were striving for independence. Cayman
remained British which provided the Island
with the opportunity to export its services
as an international finance centre in the
post Second World War boom era.

Overall the country’s flexibility and its
collective willingness to embrace change
have facilitated Cayman’s phenomenal
economic development.

After Barclays, a further major bank, the
Royal Bank of Canada, opened its doors
and closely followed by telecommunications
giant Cable and Wireless who transformed
the Islands communications; thus setting
the stage for international growth.
These events, coupled with the introduction
of sound banking and Trust Companies
regulations has transformed the Caymans
into the fifth largest financial services
jurisdiction of that time.

The growth of offshore financial centres
globally has been tremendous which in turn
has benefited the Cayman Islands in
attracting both Companies and high net
worth individuals to benefit from a broader
financial planning base controlled by
sensible and trustworthy regulations.
Global investors continue to trust Cayman
owing to its professionalism and reputation
and adherence to globally recognised
standards to prevent and prohibit financial
crime. Cayman’s numerous international
trustees and co-operation with other major
economies helps prevent the rise of financial
crime globally.

environment with which complex financial
transactions can be structured successfully.
Cayman also offers privacy and taxation
advantages and protection from both
political and fraud instability to large
corporations and wealthy individuals alike.
It also serves very well the international
mobile individual who may have homes
and business interests with more than one
country.
Globalisation has without doubt assisted
the Cayman Islands in its impressive growth
and today the country is estimated to host
in the region of 390 banks and trust
companies, 9000 investment funds.
As one of the worlds most successful
and growing financial services jurisdictions,
the Blacktower Group sees Blacktower
Cayman as an increasingly important
element to our Wealth Management
Business catering for clients external to
our traditional European markets.
Operating with a full securities investment
business license allows Blacktower to cater
for an investors needs in a fully bespoke
fashion globally.

Cayman is positioned to play a key part in
the global economy and helps provide an
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Italy expands and helps

to make an historical
sporting event take place
By Paul Howard – Regional Manager, Italy

Whilst Italy faced a difficult year in 2014 with the bite of recession, rising
unemployment and quantitative easing measures failing to spur on its economy, our
Rome office continued to grow in stature and began to be embraced by the
international organisations and companies who are based there.

As predicted in 2013 when the office first
opened, expatriates as well as more and
more Italian nationals, started to seek
independent financial advice as their fears
of another financial meltdown at any time
were causing them real concern.
I believe that with a slow recovery being
made from the financial crisis on a Global,
European and Italian basis, people in Rome
had little confidence in financial institutions
and banks to recover the losses that had
been felt so widely. Few had experienced
what we class as professional holistic
independent financial advice and in many
cases risk profiling was neither discussed
nor understood when making investments.
The expat and local community really were
experiencing pain, non-more than the high
numbers of non-resident Americans
residing in Rome who also had to deal
with the pending introduction of FATCA,
and all of the reporting procedures that
were tagged onto it. It was not only
US non-residents, green card holders and
associated Americans that had to
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contend with this, but financial institutions
worldwide. Some banks were literally
closing accounts and their doors to long
standing US non-resident account holders
and people just did not know where to turn.
Blacktower decided that they wanted to
reassure, and to inform people that there
was support on hand to deal with all of
these important issues. We embarked on
hosting a series of financial seminars in
Rome from April 2014 that ran throughout
the rest of the year. In order to do this we
partnered with a number of key support
companies both local and international
who attended as our guest speakers,
to give real depth to the knowledge base
and expertise.
We hosted 3 seminars for the UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and others
for the British Chamber of Commerce Italy,
the Commonwealth Club of Rome and the
American International Club of Rome. The
seminars proved to be a great success
and will be continued in Rome in 2015.
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With the addition of 3 new consultants
arriving in Rome in Q2 of 2015, these
seminars will then be taken on an Italian
roadshow which will include Milan, Naples
and Lucca as well.
It’s an exciting time in Italy, the word has
spread within the local community and our
industry about the good work we are doing
here. From this, we have been able to
attract two senior consultants to join our
office from South Africa, who are a husband
and wife team but who work independently,
and another consultant from the UAE who
has been working out there for the past 16
years. It’s an honour to have such high
calibre professionals joining the team here
and I am sure these are the first steps
towards opening an office in Milan in the
future. As a longer term project I have also
been exploring and interviewing English
speaking Italian advisers who could
enhance our market appeal and to
penetrate deeper into the local Italian
community by setting up a dedicated Italian
team here, but that is in its infancy for now
so watch this space next year.
Through my and my wife Lisa’s (who is the
company’s administrator for Italy) voluntary
work, expatriate groups and locals alike
began to see Blacktower as not only a
financial consultancy brand, but a company
who support and encourage its managers
and consultants to be part of their local
community.
In
2014
we
both
held positions of office with the
Commonwealth Club of Rome as Vice
Chairperson and Honorary Secretary and
became active members of the American
International club of Rome. I then went on
to help make history when the Vatican’s St
Peters Cricket Club was formed to
challenge the Anglican Church to play
cricket against them. This project was the
brainchild of John McCarthy who is the
Australian Ambassador to the Holy See in
Rome and I was invited to join the founding
committee and to head up the finance

Malta
Investment
By Jan Bjorkmann – Country Manager Malta & Associate Director

committee to raise €32,000 to ensure that tour could take place.
Once the Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby accepted the
challenge, it was all systems go and before we knew it, we had TV
crews and reporters all over this ground-breaking news story that
went viral. After all, it had been over 500 years since the two
churches split so having some unity through sport between the two
churches seemed like a fantastic event to promote.
Whilst it did take a little time to raise the capital to do this,
the hardest part of all was the logistics as instead of a 2 or 3 day
stay that we originally envisaged, with the news spreading that
the team were going to England, we received a host of invites to
play other games including a behind closed doors match at
Windsor Castle against the Royal Household XI. In the end the
tour was 8 days long and we played 5 games during that period.
The final game, against the Anglican Church, was played in the
delightful setting of the Canterbury County Cricket ground where
the Anglicans triumphed in the final over of a well spirited affair
that had made history.
I have been involved with and played cricket in the UK for many
years. What we did as a committee and a club in 9 months was
remarkable, we took 20 seminaries who study here in Rome and
made them into a very competitive team. When you bear in mind
that most of the seminarians hailed from India, Pakistan and Sri
Lanka, some of whom had never played on grass before and in
some cases with a proper cricket ball? We did fantastically well
to win two of the games on the tour and to narrowly lose against
the Anglicans in that final over. To these young men and the
committee, it was not just about the cricket but the spiritual
significance of the event.
Pope Francis took time out to acknowledge the work that had been
done and the occasion, by granting the team and the committee
members a private audience with him. He signed two cricket bats
to be auctioned for charity at the after game dinner in Canterbury
and then went on to bless the team before they left.
If the truth be known, I am not a very religious person but I do live
by Christian standards and sport has played a big part in my life.
Another fact is that I am actually an Anglican, but this posed no
problem with the committee, or the team and in fact, it shows that
both religions work well together when sport is involved. I would
like to thank Blacktower for allowing me the time to support this
event and I know that so many others involved at the Vatican
appreciated this too.
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Malta has an array of positive things to
showcase but has for the most part
remained undetected by the keen eye of
the investor, something that is set to
change on the back of quickly improving
conditions.
The small Mediterranean island located 100 miles from
the coast of Sicily offers top quality standards of service
and infrastructure, boasts an impressive collection of
historical and architectural treasures (many of which are
UNESCO world heritage sites) stunning coastline and an
average of 300 days of sunshine a year.
With Malta’s background as a British colony, many of the
natives have an English speaking upbringing, making this
an eye-catching retirement destination. A consolidated
tourist industry is ready for more growth as more and
more direct flights to Malta start to launch, adding to
consistently rising demand for holiday accommodation.
Malta reliably ranks among the top ten providers of
healthcare by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and
coupled with one of the lowest crime rates globally, Malta
has a certain appeal to investors taking a long-term view.
Add to this an extremely attractive tax regime in which
foreigners over the age of 55 only pay 15% income tax
and a corporation tax that can be as low as 5%, Malta has
become the focal point of many prospective investors and
retirees. It is very much a growing market.
As one of the more politically and financially stable
Eurozone countries, Malta makes for a perfect destination
if one is interested in investing and benefitting from a more
than fair tax regime – and there is more to come. Recently,
Edward Scicluna, Malta’s finance minister publicised
several new tax initiatives in the 2015 budget speech
including: the further reduction in the personal rates of
income tax; the abolition of the option of income tax on
capital gains at the normal income tax rates up to 35%
upon transfers of immovable property and the reduction
of the final property transfer tax down from 12% to an
undecided new level.
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HOME & CONTENTS
INSURANCE:

Putting a price on peace of mind
Neil Entwistle – Director, Sovereign Insurance Services Ltd

Neil Entwistle from Sovereign Insurance Services alerts us
to the potentially disastrous consequences of not insuring
one’s assets properly.
Affluent individuals take wealth management
seriously. With the vast array of different
products and services now readily available
to individuals, covering all aspects of
financial planning, Sovereign Insurance
Services is 100% dedicated to ensuring
that its clients’ finances are protected and
their wealth is preserved.

it”, believing the paperwork to be tiresome
and the process of purchasing insurance
rather unnecessary. But if not taken
seriously, the consequences can be
disastrous.

Over the years, I have met with scores of
high net worth individuals (HNWIs) who do
not take sufficient care to protect their
immediate, most personal, and possibly
most valuable assets: their homes,
contents, valuables and collections.

Only this week, we have been speaking to
a couple who had the misfortune of having
£90,000 worth of family jewellery and
heirlooms stolen from their home. The
experience in itself was traumatic, but
to exacerbate things their insurance
company then informed them their
insurance policy only provided cover up to
a miserly £5,000 for such items.

Insurance is a hugely misunderstood
subject. Too often people choose to “risk

This is a scenario that happens all too
often. Whether as a result of a burglary, or

loss or damage arising from a fire, flood or
accident, affluent clients and their families
are missing out financially, and are reaping
the consequences, emotionally. Why? The
insurance policies they are investing in are
simply not up to scratch, and this only
becomes evident in the unfortunate event
of the client suffering a loss.
The home insurance market is fundamentally
split into two categories – the first being
those policies designed for the mass
market – cheaper to buy, but with restrictive
cover and prohibitive terms. This of course
is fine if you have a relatively modest home,
containing few assets of value.
However, should a client need to cover
more valuable and extensive contents and
collections, or a high specification property,
a more bespoke policy is required. High net
worth individuals tend to have unique
requirements: they are extremely busy

The following examples illustrate just how effective such a bespoke policy can be
by comparing it against a typical home insurance designed for the mass market:
Typical Policy
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Bespoke Policy

Cover for valuables such as fine arts, antiques, jewellery is
often excluded or restrictive

VS

Provides specific benefits for collections, such as Agreed Value,
Death of Artist, plus automatic cover for new acquisitions

It is necessary to provide lists, receipts and valuations for all
valuables when purchasing a policy

VS

One only needs to specify valuables in excess of £15,000 and
there is no need to provide valuations or receipts

The claims process is time-consuming

VS

No need for a claim form, offers a flexible approach to the
settlement of your claim

Restrictive warranties impose potential limitations on cover
and claims

VS

Offers a ‘warranty free’ approach

Cover is limited to loss or damage within the home

VS

Automatic Worldwide All Risks coverage

Different policies are required for different homes or cars

VS

Cover can be combined with the one insurer for multiply properties, cars and assets, with the one renewal date

Significant restriction on claims if there is found to be evidence of under-insurance

VS

A complimentary risk survey can be arranged which will help
prevent such problems
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people, largely occupied with work and
family commitments, they travel extensively,
and have assets invariably spread over a
number of different locations. They also
make new acquisitions on a regular basis,
whether it be investing in pieces of art,
wine, antiques, jewellery or cars.
The good news is that help is at hand for
these individuals, because such insurance
specialists do exist. Insurance brokers
working closely with insurance companies
can help to provide bespoke insurance
programmes well suited to the lifestyle of
these clients and in doing so:
a) provide peace of mind to clients by
ensuring their assets are properly protected,
and
b) make their lives easier by providing one
dedicated point of contact and reducing
the burden of heavy administration and
paperwork.
Last but not certainly not least, let’s focus
on the problem many people experience
when faced with loss or damage. Recent
surveys have revealed this to be very
common:
• 59.2% of Spanish households are not
correctly insured*
• High Value Homes in the UK on average are
found to be under-insured by 30%**
Under-insurance means the client has
purchased an insurance policy that covers
less than the actual reinstatement value of
the building, or the replacement cost of all
contents within it. Insurance policies for the
mass market invariably include what is

called an ‘average’ clause in their products
– which effectively means that the amount
the insurer will pay is affected by the extent
of the underinsurance found to be in place
at the time of the loss.
To illustrate the potential consequences
of this, consider the following case study:
A client insures the contents of his family
home for €75,000. He arranges the policy
himself, and is largely driven by the price
after comparing several quotes. He then
makes his greatest mistake of all, by not
ensuring that the estimated cost of
replacing all contents in his home (including
clothing, personal effects, soft furnishings
etc.) is correct.
Three months later, the property is
significantly damaged by fire and it appears
it will cost the client €100,000 to replace all
contents lost.
When the client submits his claim to his
insurer, it becomes evident that his home
and contents were severely under-insured.
In discussions with his insurance company
he learns he would need closer to €150,000
to replace all the contents.
Unfortunately for the client, the insurance
policy he purchased contains an ‘average’
clause, commonly included in policies sold
to the mass market, which results in him
receiving only half of the amount claimed
(€50,000). This is because he only insured
half of what he believed to be the value of
contents at risk.

This would not have occurred had the client
first spoken with a specialist, who would
have identified and understood his
requirements and recommended a more
appropriate insurance policy, void of the
‘average’ clause. By paying a relatively
modest premium, the client would be
€50,000 better off.
Who Can Benefit?
We often speak to clients who have simply
not given any thought to the insurance
value of their homes, contents and
collections, and we frequently encounter
those who have a multitude of different
policies, covering homes, contents and
cars, collections and yachts.
Alternatively, clients have not reviewed their
existing insurance plans, often now
out-dated and completely inappropriate for
their needs, which leaves them seriously
exposed to potentially significant financial
loss. Only in the event of loss or damage
does the true value of an insurance policy
become obvious.
Sovereign Insurance Services is a regulated
insurance broker and a partner of
Blacktower Financial Management Group.
With more than 15 years’ experience in
providing bespoke insurance programmes
to clients across Europe, we would
be delighted to discuss your own
requirements by way of a private
complimentary consultation, arranged
through your Relationship Manager.
Email: info@blacktowerfm.com

The result? The client incurs a loss of
€50,000 to his personal wealth.

Sovereign Insurance Services Limited, a licensed general insurance intermediary authorised and regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission
(FSC Regulated Number 00957B).
*According to studies published by ICEA, the research arm of the Spanish Insurance Industry,
**Statistics provided by specialist insurers in the UK who provide a complimentary survey service for their clients
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City Financial Wealth Fund
a compelling global multi-asset selection
By Mark Harris – Head of Multi Asset, City Financial

The City Financial Wealth fund has enjoyed strong
risk-adjusted performance since its management
was transferred to Mark Harris in June 2014, following
City Financial’s purchase of Iveagh’s fund business.
As Chart 1 shows, Mark Harris has delivered exceptional
performance with below-average volatility relative to the
funds in the Morningstar GBP Moderate Allocation peer
group. This is in keeping with the attractive risk-adjusted
performance of City Financial’s wider multi-asset fund range
over his tenure, since the start of 2013.
Global Analysis
The Fund’s performance has been supported by a range
of positions including exposures to Indian equities and
long-dated US government bond futures. These positions
highlight the comprehensive nature of the manager’s
research approach in identifying global opportunities across
all main asset classes. He formulates macroeconomic
and asset class expectations on a global basis, identifying
where these are not reflected by current market pricing or
positioning.
Dynamic Positioning and Hedging
The investment in government bonds was not just indicative
of the team’s positive outlook for the asset class over much
of 2014. It also highlighted the manager’s ability to adjust
positions dynamically according to his changing tactical
outlook, using derivatives when appropriate. This process is
underpinned by tactical models and rigorous in-depth
analysis.
The manager is also committed to using these tools to
protect the Fund during adverse market conditions, in line
with his philosophy of delivering attractive risk-adjusted
returns. Risk models are designed to help identify periods of
heightened risk and hedging strategies are often employed
to help mitigate potential losses to the Fund.
Drawdown Management
For example, over the summer of 2014, the process
highlighted that equity markets were vulnerable to a
correction. Appetite for risk was euphoric and US equities
had rallied strongly, even at a time when US long bonds
were benefiting from falling yields. These two dynamics
appeared incompatible, with equity markets appearing
vulnerable in the short term. This led the manager to use
protection strategies to help the Wealth Fund weather any
downturn. He also held exposure to US government bonds.
When equity markets fell in September-October 2014,
these positions helped the Fund outperform both global
equity indices and to Morningstar’s relevant multi-asset
peer groups.
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1 year to
31.01.15

1 year to
31.01.14

1 year to
31.01.13

1 year to
31.01.12

1 year to
31.01.11

14.64

2.61

6.01

-2.91

2.74

6 months
8.97

1 Year
14.64

Cumulative Performance (%)
Yr to date
3.78

1 month
3.78

3 months
7.93

3 Years*
7.64

5 Years*
4.46

This is illustrated in Chart 2, showing that the Fund’s peak-to-trough
drawdown over Mark Harris’ management is significantly lower than that
of the median fund in the Morningstar GBP Moderate Allocation.
A similar pattern is evident in the multi-asset funds that he has
managed at City Financial since January 2013.
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Proven Expertise
City Financial’s fund research team has
identified several key variables for
multi-asset funds to be successful. These
are top-down analysis and asset allocation,
bottom-up fund and security analysis, risk
management and downside management.
A fund selection process should consider
ability and resource across each of these
factors to help quantify expectations for
performance and risk.

Basing yourself
in a tax friendly

jurisdiction

By Phil Stephens – International Financial Adviser & Associate Director

At City Financial, the credentials, experience
and processes underpinning the asset
allocation and fund/security selection
decisions are extensive. Mark Harris has a
long track record of successful asset
allocation decisions, supported by a
rigorous process that incorporates both
quantitative modelling and qualitative
analysis of economic developments.

Why you need a tax residence
In the past, many retirees and working individuals who can base themselves where
they please have led a semi nomadic existence by not taking an official “tax
residence” and by claiming they were never resident anywhere for more than say,
89 days in any year. To a greater extent, this strategy worked and ‘everything in the
garden was rosy’.

In selecting investments to implement his
market outlook, he is supported by an
experienced analyst team to consider a
range of factors, including style and size,
that determine fund performance. The
team’s culture of debating and challenging
investment ideas is designed to enhance
the quality of decision-making.

• US FATCA
• EU savings directives
• Exchange of Information agreements between just about everyone except the
Chinese;

Risk Management
These inputs are critically supported by a
risk management function that is important
in calibrating position sizes according to
their impact on the aggregate portfolio risk.
Moreover, the risk systems are used to help
ensure that unintended risks, be they
macroeconomic or security specific, are
minimised and that the portfolio positioning
reflects the team’s top-down views.
Compelling
The multi-faceted process, strong risk
controls and desire to protect investors
from significant losses in adverse market
conditions make the fund a compelling
offering. Mark Harris has built a strong track
record managing multi-asset funds through
his focus on delivering high risk-adjusted
returns to investors.
Disclaimer: City Financial Investment Company is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Past
performance is not a guide to future performance.
Performance data refers to the GBP Inc share class unless
otherwise stated. The investment’s value and any income
deriving from it may fall as well as rise, as a result of market
and currency fluctuations. You may not get back the amount
originally invested. This does not constitute an offer or
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or
solicitation is not lawful or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to
make such offer or solicitation. Investment should be on the
basis of the Prospectus and Key Investor Information
Document (KIID) which are available from the manager.
Please be aware that City Financial Investment Company
does not offer investment advice. If you are unsure, please
talk to an appropriate independent adviser.

Tax Reporting and Exchange of Information
With the advent of International Anti Tax Avoidance measures such as:

claiming that you live a nomadic existence is now very difficult to sustain.
Put another way, if you have not been tax resident somewhere and you return
to say, the UK after 10 years, the HMRC could view your period away from the
UK as an “extended holiday”. You would then receive tax demands for the
period concerned.
Conditions
To ensure you can sleep easy, you need to be resident somewhere and in general,
ensure that you do not spend more than 182 days in another jurisdiction other than
your claimed residence. You should also have your ‘main home‘ and or “centre of
economic interest” in the country you are claiming residence in.
Europe
Within Western Europe there are a number of countries offering substantial tax
saving incentives for persons who become resident under these “programmes”.
Portugal, Malta and Gibraltar for example offer reduced taxation for those who
qualify. To a lessor extent, there are also advantages to be had if you become
resident in Switzerland, Andorra, Lichtenstein and Monaco.
Portugal’s NHR Code
Portugal’s Non Habitual Residence tax code allows people who qualify to have their
pensions, dividends, non-Portuguese rental income, non-Portuguese employment
or self-employment incomes and certain other income paid tax-free. Tax on any
other income is limited to 20%.
Other Jurisdictions
For those who want a more exotic location, where advance tax planning has been
employed, the Cayman Islands, BVI, Antigua and other Caribbean locations are
popular. For working expatriates, the Emirates are also easy to operate from.
Summary
It is now possible to base oneself in a very comfortable jurisdiction and to legally
pay minimal tax without risking a massive tax demand even if you return to your
mother country.
N.B. It is important to take independent tax advice before deciding to
relocate.
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Offshore is Dead;

Long Live Onshore
By Robert Mancera – Director & General Manager

The Guardian, the BBC, Le Monde and 50 other media outlets have
revealed that HSBC’s Swiss banking arm helped wealthy
customers dodge taxes and conceal millions of dollars of assets,
doling out bundles of untraceable cash and advising clients on
how to circumvent domestic tax authorities. The HSBC files consist
of thousands of pages made available via the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists. Covering the period 200507, they amount to the biggest banking leak in history, shedding
light on some 30,000 accounts holding almost $120bn (£78bn)
of assets. Many of the accounts allegedly belonged to prominent
figures in business, film, music and sport, to name a few.
Over five years, HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC), Britain’s tax
authority, used the data to bring only one prosecution. France,
Belgium, Spain, the US and Argentina have launched legal
proceedings against HSBC and its high net-worth clients. So far,
£135m has been recovered from HSBC clients in the UK. France
has recovered £188m in taxes and fines from a list of 3,000
clients and Spain has recovered £220m, also from 3,000 clients.
Australia said it had recovered more than A$30m (£15m) over the
past five years.
Changes to Income Tax in Portugal
It is clear that all EU Tax Authorities are constantly looking at ways
to collect more and more taxes. It would seem that Ex-pats are
an easy target.
On the 1st of January 2015, the Portuguese Tax Authorities’
brought changes to its Income Tax Legislation. They have now put
into motion the infrastructure to be able to tax fiscal structures;
one such structure often used by Ex-pats are ‘Trusts’.
For many years now, Ex-pat Residents of Portugal and potential
residents have invested their wealth via Trust Structures; the
reason – there was potentially no Income Tax to pay on Income
and/or Withdrawals. So if you have settled a trust to hold your
investments you will need to reconsider and seek professional
advice as to its continued suitability. Failure to do so could see
you liable to Income Tax on withdrawals/distributions of up to
35%, but no less than 28% - and this may be regardless of
whether this is Capital and/or Income.
The rationale being, the absence of Income Tax payable on
distributions made by the trust on the initial capital or indeed
capital gains.
As of the 1st of January 2015 the above ceased to apply. All
proceeds, irrespective of whether it is deemed initial capital
(i.e. reimbursement of the entrusted capital) or capital gains will
incur a Tax liability. The tax levied for such transactions is set at
the nominal rate of 28% (35% attributed to jurisdictions not
recognised by Portugal, e.g. Isle of Man, Guernsey to name but
a few). Failure to do so could see you liable for a potential civil
suit by the Portuguese authorities.
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So if you have settled a trust to hold your investments we
recommend you seek professional advice as to its continued
suitability.
What is clear to us here at Blacktower is that Offshore is now
‘dead’; it has in fact been dead for some time. We would rather
concentrate on advising our clients on how best to invest their
wealth whilst fully taking into consideration the location they live in.
So what can you do?
The Solution – A Tax Compliant Bond.
A Private Wealth Portfolio is a single-premium portfolio account,
specifically designed for Portuguese residents.
Tax Benefits
Gross roll-up tax regime.
It falls under the definition of an ICAE (instrumento de captacao de
aforro estruturado” or “structured instrument for attracting
savings”) as established in Article 206.1 of the Portuguese
Law. This is a key advantage in Portugal compared to direct
investments either held locally or abroad.
Tax on Withdrawals
Tax is payable on the ‘proportionate’ gain at a rate of 28% during
the first five years; this then reduces to 22.4% between years 5-8;
and after 8 years you will be liable to 11.2%.
Whilst those percentages may still sound high, when you work
through the calculation of what in fact constitutes a ‘Proportionate
Gain’ you will be very surprised at just how tax effective this
solution can be.
Stamp Duty
Life insurance premiums are excluded from Portuguese Stamp
Duty (imposto de selo) as per Article 7, paragraph 1 (b) of the
Portuguese Stamp Duty Code.
Inheritance and Gift Tax
No inheritance or gift taxes are levied in Portugal. Instead, Stamp
Duty is paid at a flat rate of 10% for gratuitous transfers, but
transfers to spouses, descendants and ascendants, are exempt.
Combination with Portugal residence permit
Private Wealth Portfolio is an optimal solution for non-habitual
residents and beneficiaries of the Portugal residence permit
(Golden Visa Programme) as they can also take advantage from
the optimal tax treatment of the product for Portuguese residents.
Conclusion
In ever changing circumstances, it is important to call upon our
many years of experience, our reputation and our industry
relationships. This has enabled Blacktower to create a tax
effective solution in partnership with a major EU Life Company
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Lamborghinis
now available from Malta

In May 2014, UK pensions’ minister Steve Webb hit the headlines
when he announced that pensioners would be free to spend their
pension fund on a Lamborghini if they wished to. Since then, there
has been much discussion as to whether QROPS would be allowed
to do the same thing, and last December HMRC issued a statement
on QROPS to effectively allow full flexibility.
By John Batty – Director, Momentum Pensions

In the week before the budget, HMRC have • income can be taken up to 100% of the
adjusted their stance, and it seems that fund – no tax deducted in Malta but taxable
while flexibility will be still be allowed for in country of residence (subject to suitable
QROPS based in the EU, for the time being DTA in place)
this will not be available in non EU • death benefits will be paid free of any Malta
jurisdictions. There will no doubt be future tax, regardless of age at death (UK has tax
changes to legislation on QROPS, so full over the age of 75).
flexibility remains key.
While initially there was a lot of excitement
This does not automatically mean that all among politicians and commentators
QROPS will be able to offer the same about the new ability to take all your pension
income flexibility specified by the new UK pot in one go, very few seem to have
rules as of April. A QROPS is, first and commented that this has, in fact, been
foremost, a pension scheme in another available from UK pensions for a few years;
country and is therefore tied to the rules at least for those with other pension income
of that particular country. Consequently, of £20,000 (reduced to £12,000 last year).
the pension regulations of that country Perhaps the reason for this was that, while
would need to allow full flexibility, people liked the idea of taking all of their
something that in most cases would pension in one lump straight away, when
require legislative change.
they looked more closely at the detail it
didn’t make a great deal of sense.
On 6th January, the Malta Financial Services
Authority (MFSA) issued its updated pension Flexi-access, the realities
regulations,, which have been subject to • 25% available as a lump sum (not taxed in
consultation for much of 2014, and took the the UK, but may be taxed in country of
opportunity to increase flexibility on the residence)
Maltese pension schemes that are QROPS.
• 75% taken as income (taxable in the UK,
There have also been a few other positive and/or the country of residence)
changes, such as an increase in maximum
retirement age to 75, the ability for clients
to make their own investment decisions
(with or without advice) and the potential to
buy commercial property. However, most
people have focused on the pension
flexibility changes.
Effectively, from April, Malta will have
the same flexibility as the UK, meaning:
• a lump sum can be taken at retirement or in
stages, along with income payments
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Effectively this means that Mr Pensioner,
who has decided to spend his pension fund
of £262,915 (coincidentally the UK list price
of a Lamborghini Aventador), may end up
being a tad disappointed.
Assuming he has no other UK income, his
actual net figure from cashing in his fund
would be calculated as follows:
25% Tax-free cash

£65,729

Balance as income

£197,186
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Personal Allowance
Nil
(reduced as income over £120,000)
Tax due		

£74,831

Net available		

£188,084

This means that Mr Pensioner will be unable
to afford his new car and may have to settle
for something a little less extravagant. In
addition to this, the funds will form part of
his estate for IHT, meaning another 40% will
be taken off on his death.
The situation may be even worse in some
countries where the tax rates are higher
than those of the UK.
Given that most people who have retired
still need an income, the balance of which
they will leave to their children, perhaps the
best solution would be to leave the pension
funds where they are.
An income can then be taken in the most
tax efficient manner, perhaps taking less
one year when other income (maybe from
an insurance bond or maturing investment)
is received and more when higher expenses
are incurred for whatever reason. On death
the funds will be paid free of IHT, and if from
a Malta (or Gibraltar) QROPS, free of any
tax at source.
Put another way, let’s assume that a client
had cashed in his £188,084 (as above) and
the funds had been in his bank account for
a while, subject to tax on growth and
taxable when paid on death.
An investment product that offered the
following would be a great idea:
• Increase your investment immediately up to
£262,915 (almost 40%)

The changing
pensions landscape
By Patrick Macdonald – International Financial Adviser

For many years In the UK we have
been used to heavy restrictions on how
we take our pension benefits come
retirement. Rightly so many would argue
– given the generous tax relief applied
to pension savings in the first place.
These restrictions were also applied
to overseas schemes which burst on
to the scene in 2006 when HMRC
grudgingly conceded that they had
to facilitate international pension transfers
for expatriates (QROPS – Qualifying
Recognised Overseas Pension Schemes).
• Immediately remove from your estate
for IHT
• Pass on the balance to your children
free of any withholding tax
• Take income at any level at any time
• Take 25%, which is available tax-free
at source at any time
For the client thinking of cashing in
their pension, unless they are intending
to spend all the proceeds, leaving it
invested would seem to be the most
suitable way forward. The example
above shows the benefits of keeping
the money where it is and using it as it
was originally designed - to provide an
income in retirement, with the added
benefit of flexibility from April.
To summarise, the pension world is
changing rapidly. For international
expatriates, choice is going to be
essential. For international advisers,
jurisdiction choice is key, whether it
happens to be a UK SIPP or a QROPS
in one of the main jurisdictions of
Malta, Gibraltar or the Isle of Man, or
any other jurisdiction that may be
available.
In
addition,
should
circumstances change, the ability to
switch between jurisdictions will also
be an important consideration.
So perhaps for now the Lamborghini
should remain in the garage, the
dealer’s garage!

One of the fundamental principles of a UK
pension was that it should provide an
income throughout retirement. Hence the
general restriction that, come retirement
age, you were allowed a tax free lump sum of
up to 25% of your ‘pot’ but the other 75%
had to remain in place in order to provide
that retirement income commonly by
drawdown or annuity purchase.
Therefore, you can imagine the outrage from
HMRC a few years ago when expatriates
started taking advantage of a loophole in
the QROPS jurisdiction of New Zealand and
cashing out 100% of their UK transferred
pensions - colloquially referred to as ‘pension
busting’. So strong was the objection from
the UK Revenue that, for a period, they
‘de-listed’ all the New Zealand QROPS
providers and effectively banned that country
as a jurisdiction. Furthermore, HMRC then
introduced new rules in April 2012 that
forced all QROPS providers to adhere to
their principle that at least 70% of a QROPS
must be used to ‘provide an income for life’.
New Zealand providers agreed and the
country subsequently came back on line
as a recognised jurisdiction.
Fast forward to March 2014 and the
Chancellor’s
unexpected
budget
announcement that full flexible drawdown
was going to be afforded to UK defined
contribution/money
purchase
pension
schemes from April 2015 – effectively
allowing members of these schemes, come
retirement age, to take out as much from
their pension as they wish.
(‘Defined contribution’ and’ Money Purchase’
applies to most company and personal
pensions in the UK unless they are defined
benefit
schemes
–
also
referred

to as final salary pensions which are
more restricted).
Does that sound like a U turn? Perhaps so
- particularly as the UK Government
announced in late 2014 that, subject to
consultation, the same flexibility could be
afforded to QROPS from April this year.
They subsequently changed their minds in
March 2015 and ‘put it on the back burner’
in terms of EU schemes for now – fearing a
possible loophole for potential tax
avoidance. This has left the door open for
Malta, a popular EU jurisdiction for expats,
to be one of the only sources for flexible
QROPS in the immediate future.
But what’s the catch? Why have the
Government chosen to make such drastic
changes? Well you could be cynical and call
it a vote winner for the forthcoming General
Election. This may well be part of the
motivation but the primary reason is to
increase short term tax revenue. All lump
sums taken from a pension over and above
the 25% (tax free) pension commencement
lump sum (PCLS) will be ‘taxed at the
members’ marginal rate’. You can imagine
therefore that, for many retirees, taking their
entire pension in one lump sum could easily
put them into the highest 45% tax bracket.
So, come April, are we going to see a flood
of pensioners diving into their funds to blow
it all on a Maserati or a 12 month world
cruise? I think this approach may be taken
by some but in the main most will still see
the purpose of their pension as providing
them with an income for the rest of their
lives – whether by leaving the pension in
place, buying an annuity or drawing down
to invest directly into other tax efficient
savings structures.
Then there is the expatriate situation. With a
QROPS you are removing your pension
from the UK tax regime. In theory – if full
flexibility is eventually allowed - you could
change residency to a country where there
is no local tax on foreign pension income
(such as Panama for example) and thus
cash in 100% of your fund tax free? Are the
UK Government going to allow this on
already tax relieved funds? Only time will
tell. One thing is for sure though – The
pension world is changing – so watch this
space as they say.
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Nexus
Global
Portfolio
Range
Nexus Global Solutions Portfolio
Multi-asset approach with exposure
to cash, fixed interest, equities
and alternatives.
Nexus Global Dynamic Portfolio
Capital growth through investments
in global equity markets.

A very bright idea
Fully regulated Malta UCITS. The value of investments and the income derived from them may fluctuate and investors may not receive back the amount originally invested
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Market Outlook –

politics, economics and low
interest rates
By David Miller – Quilter Cheviot Investment Management

Political uncertainty is likely to be a dominant
theme this year. Elections will be held across
a number of European countries with
Portugal and Spain in October and December
being the most market sensitive. By the end
of the year the US Presidential primary
campaigns will be in full swing. At the time
of writing it seems that a temporary ceasefire
between Greece and its creditors has been
agreed. The eventual outcome will be
determined not just by finance, but also by
Eurozone domestic politics.
Political risk is also important for investment in the UK where the
General Election is scheduled to take place on 7th May. Another
coalition government is a reasonable assumption, but the makeup
of that coalition could take many forms. This is not necessarily a
bad outcome for financial markets as some of the most negative
scenarios are more likely if either main part achieves a majority.
Several investment issues will also drive financial markets over the
next six months. Sovereign bond yields seem to be on their way to
zero joining technology start-ups and gold where demand, rather
than traditional valuation techniques like yield and PE ratios, drive
prices. To be clear, zero yields are unlikely to be an early indicator
of an economic depression, but instead are a sign that there is a
shortage of top quality bonds at a time of substantial demand.
This demand is being driven by regulatory pressure on banks and
pension funds and is unlikely to change anytime soon.
The strong dollar, which has come about because of good
economic growth and energy independence might start to have a
negative impact on US corporate earnings, but low oil prices
should lead to rising consumer spending and strengthen the view
that economic growth is sustainable.
The market is assuming that the Federal Reserve will increase
interest rates in the middle of the year, but elsewhere rate rises are
an increasingly distant prospect. Many central banks are cutting
rates at the moment and it would not be a huge surprise if the US
also backs away. It could be that 2015 is yet another year of no
change. Setting aside these issues, which may dominate the
headlines during the year, it is important to focus on the generally
supportive background for investment. With interest rates likely

to remain low for the foreseeable future and inflation at a historically
low ebb, support by governments and central banks is expected
to continue. Economic growth prospects are reasonable so long
as the US continue to lead the way. The major oil producers seem
to be conducting a high stakes price war and so cheaper than
expected energy and transportation is likely to be a feature
throughout 2015.
Companies are well placed to benefit from this stable financial
background with earnings and dividends forecast to rise at a rate
well above inflation. Currency volatility is a possible area of
concern, but on balance a strong dollar is the most likely outcome.
The growing realisation that interest rates may well stay low for
years is driving investors out of cash and into investment markets.
The search for return is intense. All asset classes and markets are
potential beneficiaries which is why a well-diversified, actively
managed liquid portfolio of assets is the best solution for prudent
investors looking to preserve their wealth and grow capital and
income above the rate of inflation.
Disclaimer The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up.
You may not recover what you invest. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.
There are risks involved with this type of investment. All expressions of opinion are subject to
change without notice. Quilter Cheviot recommends that potential investors independently
evaluate investments, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor.
Please refer to the Prospectus, Key Investor Information and Supplementary Information
documents for further details, available free of charge from the Authorised Corporate Director
(‘ACD’) Praxis Fund Services (Malta) Limited Second Floor, Chircop Building, 115, Valley
Road, Birkirkara, BKR 9011, Malta. These documents are available in English.
Nexus Global Solutions Portfolio and Nexus Global Dynamic Portfolio, are sub-funds of the
Libero International SICAV PLC, are licensed as a collective investment scheme by the Malta
Financial Services Authority (“MFSA”) under the Investment Services Act (CAP. 370, laws of
Malta) and qualifies as a ‘Maltese UCITS’ in terms of the
Investment Services Act (Marketing of UCITS) Regulations,
2011 (S.l. 370.18 Laws of Malta). Quilter Cheviot Limited is
registered in England with number 01923571, registered office
at One Kingsway, London WC2B 6AN. Quilter Cheviot Limited
is a member of the London Stock Exchange and authorised
and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority.
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Financial Advice
in a Globalised World
The world is increasingly interconnected. We have heard that when the US
coughs, Europe catches a cold. Production and export levels in China impact
economic performance in Britain and economic performance influences
economic and social wellbeing.
By David Bellingham – International Financial Adviser

Globalisation
It has become a familiar term but what does
it mean and how does it impact your
personal financial wellbeing?
There are two ways through which you may
be impacted by globalisation but first to
define the term.
Globalisation incorporates social, cultural,
political and economic interaction and
sometimes integration. In the concept of
business it often implies scale and a
universalism of approach. It is a global
process and advocates aspire towards an
international free movement of resources,
goods and labour. The reality is not as free
as there are many competing and
contradictory factors, however it remains
one of the most significant and rapid
changes in the last 50 years and will continue
to shape the 21st century.
The direct impact of globalisation on an
individual is the economic and follow-on
social implications. These can impact you
and your financial investments. As the
economy is increasingly interconnected
and multinational companies grow in size,
influence and sheer global footprint, the
actions and events in one part of the world
can have impact elsewhere. For example,
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if you are working for a British company in
the Netherlands, an action by one of their
key suppliers in China, or the price of raw
materials from Brazil, can impact you in
Amsterdam.
Blacktower International Financial Advisers
are aware of the impact of globalisation on
world economies and investments and take
this into consideration when delivering
advice and overseeing portfolios.
The second way globalisation can affect you
is in the application of the forces of
globalisation in the services and support
you receive. This might mean a fund
manager or bank might take a globalised
rather than a regional or country specific
approach to how they manage your money.
This might mean you are not getting a
solution specific to your situation and needs.
It can also influence how Blacktower
continues to manage and deliver quality
financial advice to you.
For many people - including business
executives and academics - globalisation
means homogenisation and universalism,
that is, the same solution for everyone,
everywhere.
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I disagree with this approach both in theory
and in practice. It is the topic of my
PhD research, in financial services
companies and when I integrate my 20
years’ industry experience into my doctoral
research I reinforce my thesis that in many
circumstances across industries, particularly
in financial services and especially in
the delivery of financial advice, clients need
tailored, personalised advice and bespoke
solutions in line with their situation,
needs and aspirations, not a globalised
international template approach.
This is reflected in the Blacktower
proposition, because wherever you are,
your Blacktower adviser knows the market
you are in, the impact of the globalised
economy on that market and offers solutions
specific to you.
Globalisation can be a force for good,
raising awareness and creating opportunities
but in the sense of your personal situation,
the balance we strike is harvesting these
opportunities to ensure you get the benefits
and in a format that is bespoke for you.
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Interest rates unlikely to rise
until 2016 at the earliest
By Christina Brady, Regional Manager, Costa Blanca

According to top economists interest rates
in the UK, Europe are unlikely to rise until
2017 and more controversially rates in the
US are now not expected to rise until 2016.
The UK is inflation has held steady at a record-low 0% , Inflation
has not been this weak since at least 1989, when comparable
data began. The ONS said that a rough estimate based on
other figures suggested inflation was the weakest since isolated
price falls in 1959 and 1960.
This leaves inflation well below the Bank of England´s 2% target
and the headline measure calculated to one decimal point is
expected to dip below zero. This means that the Bank of England
is under no pressure to raise interest rates. But for now few
economists think Britain is at risk of the Japanese-style entrenched
price falls i.e. deflation that have threatened the euro zone.
The eurozone’s woes are likely to be a key drag on the UK
economy, the European Central Bank has started quantitative
easing and anxiety about a Grexit continues.
It’s not all bad news though, with the Euro being so weak it means
expats living off a Sterling income have benefited and the Euro
may well get even weaker against Sterling and we could even
see an exchange rate of 1.40 or even 1.45 in the next few months.
But back to savers, what you may be asking yourself can you do
to make a little extra from your money, well firstly if you are over
65 years old I would recommend you look at investing in the
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pensioner bonds being offered by the UK government until May
15th 2015. The 1 year bond pays 2.24% after basic rate tax, this
is automatically deducted when the interest is paid (2.8 % before)
and the 3 year bond pays 3.2 % after tax (4% before).
All interest is paid at maturity and the maximum investment is
£10,000 per person over 65 years old in each bond.
But what if you are under 65 or are over 65 but need more than
£20,000 of your money to work for you. Well it’s no good looking
to the banks, the launch of high-paying Pensioner Bonds has
led to banks cutting more than 100 rates in 21 days, according to
Money Mail .
Big names including Lloyds Bank, Royal Bank of Scotland,
Halifax, the Post Office and Skipton Building Society are among
those to hack back interest on High Street accounts, cash Isas
and even deals for children. In some cases, interest rates have
been slashed in half.
Susan Hannums, director at the independent website
SavingsChampion.co.uk, says: ‘This is one of the toughest
periods for savers in living memory.
This is where Blacktower can help savers; we are here to help
you find the right solution to make your money work for YOU. We
offer independent, professional and impartial advice.
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Eye watering
education
costs?
If you have children, you need
to know your onions

It goes without saying that, as a parent,
you only want the very best for your children.
From the moment they are born, right up to the
day they becomes parents themselves, your natural
instincts will always be to provide the best you can.

Nowhere is this more apparent than when it comes to education.
From their first day at primary school, right through to their last day
at university, the choices you make will not only determine your
child’s educational journey, but will help prepare them for the
competitive world of work.

The costs involved can vary wildly depending on the university and
course selected. International undergraduates attending Harvard
are going to have to find nearly USD44,000* just for tuition fees
in the first year alone. For Cambridge it could be as much
as GBP36,500*.

These choices are particularly important when children are young,
especially if you want them to progress onto the world of higher
education. With this in mind, some parents will take the view
that independent schooling provides the best academic spring
board to securing a place at a top university. But the question is,
at what cost?

Parents of children born today shouldn’t underestimate what
they might be facing in 18 years’ time, as the cost of a university
education continues to rise. Assuming the Harvard and
Cambridge fees above increased by just 4% each year, a budget
of over $370,000 will be required for US bound students,
whereas students heading for the UK will have to find more than
£230,000 for tuition fees alone. These figures may seem excessive,
however it is the reality of what could be expected if you strive
for the very best for your children.

Secondary education
The latest independent schools council survey shows that
more children attended UK independent schools in 2014 than at
the start of the economic downturn in 2008. Of these pupils, nearly
5% of them have parents living overseas. The survey goes on
to show that school fees increased by 3.9% in 2014, with the
average yearly fees for day places costing £16,275 and for
boarders, £28,788.
So, if you envisage sending your child to an independent
secondary school in the UK or elsewhere in the world, you will
need to lay down your savings groundwork as early as possible
as the costs involved can be quite significant.
University – What’s it going to cost?
Gaining a degree can significantly increase and improve career
prospects. While it would be misleading to claim that a degree
guarantees employment, an increasing number of organisations
require people to hold degrees before they will consider
an application.
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University tuition fees
The tuition fees shown in the chart give you an idea of what
international students currently pay at selected universities from
around the world.
The figures quoted are for tuition fees only. No allowance has been
made for additional expenses such as accommodation, travel
costs etc, or any financial assistance that some parents
may receive.
When children are young it’s quite easy to put off thinking about
saving for their future educational needs.
You can’t predict what kind of education will be right for your child.
If you are reading this, the chances are you expect them to go to
university and, before that, perhaps a fee paying school.
So the message is simple – it’s never too early to think about where
the money is going to come from.
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UNIVERSITY

SOURCE

COUNTRY

PERIOD

UNDERGRADUATE YEARLY TUITION FEES
LOCAL CURRENCY

USD

Cambridge

www.study.cam.
ac.uk

UK

2015/16

Up to £36,459 *

$56,143

Edinburgh

www.wd.ac.uk

UK

2015/16

Up to £29,000

$44,657

Imperial College London

www.imperial.ac.uk

UK

2015/16

Up to £36,400

$56,052

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

web.mit.edu

US

2014/15

$45,016

$45,016

Harvard

www.harvard.edu

US

2014/15

$43,938 *

$43,938

Washington State University

www.wsu.edu

US

2014/15

$25,480

$25,480

Yale

www.yale.edu

US

2014/15

$45,800

$45,800

University of Toronto

www.utoronto.ca

CA

2015/16

Up to CAN $68,870

$55,286

Australian National University

www.anu.edu.au

Australia

2015/16

Up to AUD $33,168

$25,733

University of Melbourne

www.unimelb.edu.au

Australia

2015/16

Up to AUD $75,680

$58,716

National University of Singapore

www.nus.edu.sg

Singapore

2014/15

Up to SGD $48,400

$35,685

University of Amsterdam

www.uva.nl/en/home

Netherlands

2014/15

Up to EUR €26,906

$30,686

So the message is simple – it’s never too early to think about where
the money is going to come from.
• RL360°’s investment plan Quantum can help you build up a lump sum
to meet the costs of education in return for an affordable monthly
premium. Ask your financial adviser about Quantum but in the
meantime, visit www.rl360.com/quantum to find out more.
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Inheriting your
partner’s Individual
Savings Account
By Ritchie Salkeld – UK Managing Director

More details have emerged about how ISAs can be inherited.
One of the rabbit-out-the-hat features of December’s Autumn
Statement was the announcement that if you outlived your spouse
or civil partner you could ‘inherit’ their ISA. It sounded an attractive
option, but the idea was far from developed when Mr Osborne
made it public at the end of last year.
The Treasury and HMRC have now issued further information and
a set of draft regulations. The effect of the regulations in their
current form will be to:
• Permit a surviving spouse/civil partner to make an additional ISA
subscription equal to the value of the deceased spouse’s/partner’s
ISA at the date of their death;
• Allow non-cash holdings (e.g. unit trusts, OEICs and shares) in the
deceased spouse’s/partner’s ISA to form part or all of the
subscription; and
• Set a time limit for the subscriptions, broadly 180 days after
administration of the estate is complete or, in the case of cash
assets, three years from the date of death, if later.
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The opportunity to transfer existing ISA investments is helpful – the
Autumn Statement had appeared to suggest that investments
would have to be realised and subscriptions could only be in cash.
However, the current regulations leave unchanged what happens
between the date of death and the new subscription being made.
That will mean the ISA assets will be taxable as part of the estate
between the date of death and the making of the subscription.
To complicate matters further, because the subscription value is
fixed at the date of death, a transfer of non-cash holdings will be
affected by changes in value before the subscription is made.
The Treasury says the cost of this reform will be negligible in
revenue terms – £10m in 2019/20 – but if the two of you regularly
take full advantage of your ISA limits, it could prove a valuable
benefit for the survivor.
The value of tax reliefs depends on your individual circumstances.
Tax laws can change. The value of investments can go down
as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you
invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Investing in shares should be regarded as a
long-term investment and should fit in with your overall attitude to
risk and financial circumstances.
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Will you or won’t you?
Cross boarder estate planning in Europe has been simplified, all you need is a Will?
By Simon Verity – Country Manager, France

A new European law will come into force on August 17th
2015, with the intention of simplifying inheritance cases
across Europe. Snappily named “Regulation on Jurisdiction,
Applicable Law, Recognition and Enforcement of Decisions
and Acceptance and Enforcement of Authentic Instruments
in matters of Succession and on the Creation of an
European Certificate of Succession of 4 July 2012, No
650/2012 !”, deep breath and that’s just the title. This law
changes the way Europeans can decide to dispose of
their assets on death if living in another European country
to that of their origin country, and not that of the state of
residence at the time of death.
Basic example; British man dies in France. He leaves a UK Will
stating he wishes UK law to apply to his property and assets on
death not French law. The French will have to abide by this
decision and so their inheritance rules will not apply and this is
for the deceased’s worldwide estate including French property.
Important to note is that the Will must clearly state which
country’s law is to be applied for this to work so it may be time to
revise old Wills to reflect this if required. In this case UK rules
would then be adopted by the French.
What was this legislation brought in for?
Many Europeans (such as the British) are used to the idea that
they can leave their property to who they choose on death,
whereas some countries such as Spain and France have
“forced” inheritance rules which can see estates being passed to
children ahead even of a surviving spouse or partner. Complicated
cross border issues have arisen again and again with really
only the lawyers benefiting from the confusion. The new law
addresses a person’s right to choose but also aims to simplify
the current chaos of cross border disputes estimated at 300,000
cases per year just within Europe!
Things to watch out for
Your Will needs to be properly drafted and someone needs to
know where it is. You will have to wait to die until at least the 17th
August this year for your estate to benefit from the new rules!
Never mix inheritance rules with inheritance taxes. The new rules
apply to how the estate is distributed BUT does not change the
fact that your European country of death will still have the right

to tax your estate for inheritance purposes and this could open
up a huge can of worms if not considered properly.
As an example, an elderly British gentleman wished to leave his
entire estate to his stepchildren on his death in France and not
to his son who he had not spoken to in several years. This in the
past would have not been possible under French succession
rules and we would have seen 50% of his estate automatically
protected for his bloodline son. Under new rules he can decide
to disinherit his own “bloodline” in place of his step kids but as
they are not related to him in the eyes of the French, then they
will receive his estate minus 60% in inheritance tax and thus
the French tax man in fact becomes the biggest beneficiary of
his estate. Clearly therefore, additional thought is going to be
required to reduce this liability through peripheral financial
planning so that taxes are kept to a minimum for heirs.
The UK and Eire (and a few other Europen states) have opted out
of this legislation meaning that Europeans dying in the UK for
example will not be afforded the same rights as those dying
outside! This UK opt out does not affect the British benefiting
from the new rules living in the majority of the other European
countries who opted in.
Essential
Clearly therefore there could be some estate planning
opportunities for many living in Europe under new rules but this
needs to be undertaken with care and a valid Will is just part of
the overall planning.
Will you make your Will... only three in ten people dying have
a valid testament and more than ever, this should be a
fundamental requirement for anyone living abroad.
This article was only intended to give food for thought and a full
review of your plans should be undertaken. Blacktower now
have an in house Will writing facility and our local advisers can
help to guide you through your estate planning questions. Not
planning will leave a mess when you have gone and likely see
assets wasted on legal fees and unnecessary taxes and not to
the full benefit of those you intend to have your things when you
have gone.
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UK property

Investment?
Taxation changes in the UK
property market may increase
attractiveness of stock
market investments for
international investors...
By David Denton – technical expert, Old Mutual International
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From April 2015 non-UK residents will no longer
benefit from attractive tax advantages if they invest
in the UK residential property market. If you
currently hold property in the UK or you are
considering your future investment choices, you
need to think carefully about these tax changes.
This article will summarise these tax changes and
highlight the investment risk and liquidity issues
you may need to consider when making your
investment decisions. I will also look at some of the
options which may help you continue to benefit
from investment in the UK property market but in a
more tax efficient way.
Let’s start by summarising the UK taxation changes:
Capital Gains Tax exemption removed:

In November 2014, Her Majesty’s Treasury
confirmed that non-residents will no longer be
exempt from capital gains tax (CGT) on UK
residential property gains. This change is due to
come into effect from 6 April 2015 and gains from
this date will be chargeable at rates up to 28%.

Private Residence Relief restricted:
The Treasury also confirmed that access to Private
Residence Relief (PRR) would be restricted. For
PRR to be claimed on a UK property, a non-resident
would need to live in that property for 90 days per
tax year of ownership. This change also comes into
effect from 6 April 2015.
Personal allowance for income tax may be
removed:
Currently the first £10,000 p.a. of UK income is
covered by the personal allowance. However, this
allowance is currently under review and may be
restricted for non-residents in future. A consultation
is expected on this proposal, with changes likely
from April 2017.
There’s also inheritance tax (IHT) to consider. There
is a misconception that only the estates of UK
domiciled clients are subject to UK IHT. This is not
the case and most assets held in the UK, including
residential property by non-domiciled clients are
chargeable at the standard rate of 40% on assets
above the current nil rate band of £325,000.

Next, let’s look at the investment risk and liquidity
considerations. Investing directly in residential
property may feel like a low risk option, especially
as you have a physical asset to show for your
money, but if property prices decline, and you don’t
hold an uncorrelated asset, you could lose a
considerable amount of money. Property is
generally illiquid, so selling quickly normally means
accepting a lower price.
Holding one type of asset can be significantly
more risky then spreading investments across a
number of different holdings. Having a mix of assets
can help ensure your investment portfolio performs
well in a number of different economic situations.
A financial adviser is able to build a balanced
portfolio which does not rely solely on one asset
and which can be optimised for your personal level
of risk tolerance.
Some alternative solutions
Investment in property funds: If you are keen to
have exposure to the UK property market, but you
are concerned about the taxation changes, a
potential solution could be to include a property
fund as part of your investment portfolio. Property
funds can be a great way to diversify an investment
portfolio, helping to ensure the portfolio performs
well in a number of different economic conditions.
As you will be holding shares in a fund rather than
holding the physical asset, the holding should be
easier to sell if needs be, creating a more liquid
asset. Investment funds continue to be CGT
efficient if you have been non-resident for over five
years as investment gains are exempt from CGT.
Investment in an offshore bond: Building an
investment portfolio within an offshore bond
wrapper can help to overcome some of the taxation
issues highlighted above. For example, all gains
and most income within the bond are on a gross
roll up basis, and tax only becomes liable when
some or all of the bond is encashed. There are also
IHT advantages if the offshore bond is placed within
a trust wrapper, helping to ensure assets are
passed on to beneficiaries in a tax efficient way.
Offshore bonds have another key advantage;
as there is no income, there is nothing to declare
to HMRC, which helps remove the administrative
burden of disclosing assets on your annual tax
return.
Investment in the UK property market from non-UK
residents may taper following the taxation changes.
Property can still offer diversification advantages for
most portfolios, and investing in a property fund
through an offshore bond can help ensure some
taxation, liquidity and diversification benefits are
maintained. Those already holding UK residential
properties may wish to take advice in light of these
changes which came into effect on 6 April 2015.
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What our clients say...
“ As a customer of Blacktower Financial Management Group, with the support
and exceptional service of Richard Black, the concerns over income, the
correct investment to fit your profile of risk and the up to date information
provided by Richard at all times is just excellent. Throughout the process I
have always had full confidence in the advice, ability and knowledge
recommended to me. I would introduce anyone to Richard who needs
advice on pension or investment of funds. The process is easy and covers all
aspects of gaining return for your hard saved cash.”
Mr J Freeman

“ I am proud to recommend Peter Button in his role as Financial Advisor at
Blacktower. Peter has been my personal investment advisor for the last two
years. During this time, Peter has advised me on the restructuring and
optimisation of my investment portfolio in a way that suits my short-term
and long-term personal needs. The quality of his services has not only
been excellent but has also resulted in financial gains significantly above
initial targets and expectations and I really can’t recommend them highly
enough. I will definitely be seeking their help again in the future.”
Mr. Raed Karame Hamade – Shell International
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The contents of this newsletter are believed to be correct at the date of publication April 2015. Every
care is taken that the information in this newsletter is accurate at the time of going to press. However,
all information and figures are subject to change and you should always make enquiries and check
details and, where necessary, seek legal advice before entering into any transaction. The articles are
for information only and do not constitute advice. You should seek professional advice tailored to
your needs and circumstances before making any decision.
Blacktower Financial Management (International) Ltd is licensed by the Gibraltar Financial Services
Commission, Licence Number 00805B. Blacktower Financial Management Ltd is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Blacktower Financial Management
(International) Ltd in the Grand Cayman is regulated by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority
Licence No 896523.
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